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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                        Wednesday 13 - Skeletons A.D.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tabbed by: Lukkysixx (layout by Metalrock4ever)

Tuning: CGCFAD

If you re interested in the other tabs for the Bloodwork album, I ve tabbed the
other 5 songs
you can see them on my profile page). A friend of mine - Lukkysixx - has also
done Return of the Living Dead (and this tab). You can go to his profile via
mine.

-------

[Intro] 
D#m F# C# G# (x2) 

-------

[Verse 1]
D#m           F#        C# G#             
They come and talk to me, when I am all alone 
D#m         F#       C#          G#
They always remind me of all the things that I ve done wrong 

-------

[Chorus]
D#m        F#          C#          G# 
Its scary, disturbing, but somehow I m not sorry  
D#m      F#               C#          G#
The only thing thats even real is the feelings that I dont feel
F#              G#    D#m
They re all the same, but they re so different 
F#              G#             B5      A#5 
They re leaving evidence of my darkest secrets 
D#m           F#               C#       G#
I hear them, they re calling, the skeletons in my closet 
D#m           F#               C#       G#
I hear them, they re calling, the skeletons in my closet  

----------

[Pre-Verse]
D#m



-------

[Verse 2]
D#m         F#          C# G#
It s taking parts of me, into the unknown
D#m         F#                C#         G#      
It s like a void inside of me, that goes on and on and on 

--------

[Chorus 2]
D#m        F#          C#          G# 
Its scary, disturbing, but somehow I m not sorry 
D#m      F#               C#          G#
The only thing thats even real is the feelings that I dont feel
F#              G#    D#m
They re all the same, but they re so different 
F#              G#             B5      A#5 
They re leaving evidence of my darkest secrets 
D#m          F#               C#       G#
I hear them, they re calling, the skeletons in my closet 
D#m          F#               C#       G#
I hear them, they re calling, the skeletons in my closet 

-------

[Bridge]
F#         C#    G#            D#m
Now I just can t pretend to forget F# C#
F#              C#       B5                      A#5
These voices in my head, and they just wont stop screaming 

--------

[Pre-Chorus]
D#m    F#     C#    G#   (x2)

--------

[Chorus 3]
D#m        F#          C#          G# 
Its scary, disturbing, but somehow I m not sorry
D#m      F#               C#          G#
The only thing thats even real is the feelings that I dont feel  
F#              G#    D#m
They re all the same, but they re so different 
F#              G#             B5      A#5 
They re leaving evidence of my darkest secrets D#m F# 
D#m          F#               C#       G#
I hear them, they re calling, the skeletons in my closet 
D#m          F#               C#       G#
I hear them, they re calling, the skeletons in my closet  



--------

[Outro]
D#m  F#  C#  G#  (x8)
Woaah (x8)

[End on]
D#m

If you have any comments/corrections, please say in either the comments box or
leave me 
a message.
Good luck and enjoy!


